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News Caps

EMMAUS GAY SWITCHBOARD TEMPORARILY CLOSED: WILL REOPEN OCTOBER 17

As of September 17, the Emmaus Gay Switchboard has temporarily shut down operations for 30 days, in order to permit relocation to new quarters at 618 Shuler Street. The Gay switchboard and new storefront drop-in center will be open as of October 17. All are welcome to drop-in for coffee, information, or just plain rap as of that date. The new switchboard phone number will be published shortly before then.

Some State Propositions that deal with individual rights:

#17—Very strongly overrules Supreme Court and reinstates death penalty for all offenses for which it was applied before the Court decision—ain't the Babylonian "a life for a life" out of date?

#18—deletes "redesigning social importance" test and limits "contemporary standards" severely in relation to alleged "pornography"—opposed by most authors for it could be used to ban the works of Gide, Sartre, even Dostoevsky and the Court decision—isn't the Supreme Court a little out of date?

#19—decriminalizes personal use and cultivation of marijuana, retains penalties for sale—people should have the right to decide for themselves what to put into their bodies?

#20—as Moscow and others say in ballot arguments for 20. "Give the people direct participation in planning" use of their coast, and stop the "exploitation by corporate unions and growers"—the beaches are ours if we vote yes on 20!

#22—euphemistically called "Agricultural Labor Relations Initiative"—Cesar Chavez maintains, correctly I think, that this proposition is designed to destroy the United Farm Workers; vote no on 22 and let the unions and the growers negotiate their differences.

The new drop-in center is at the corner of Haight and Shrader. We will be in the process of renovating the storefront during the next three weeks, and we would welcome contributions of old furniture, carpets, lamps and other decoration; and, especially welcome would be volunteers to help us paint and pound nails. Help of any kind is appreciated; please contact Emmaus House at 426-7906.

Additionally, the switchboard needs volunteers to answer the phones. This involves one 5-hour shift per week. Experience is not necessary; all that is required is a sympathetic ear and dependability to show up on time. Any gay men or women interested in working on the switchboard are asked to please contact Emmaus at 426-7906.

POLITIX

by Frank Fitch

There are other races that I think deserve close attention. One is the contest between incumbent (for 20 years) Congressman Bill Mailliard, Republican, and his opponent Supervisor (10 years) Ross Broshears, Democrat. At a recent candidates' night at Glide Church Supervisor Ross was present and Congressman Mailliard was represented by Rep. Ray Brohers. Supervisor Ross began his presentation by stating that he had met with officers and members of S.R.S. many times to discuss progressive legislation, such as the equal rights amendment and the addition of "sexual orientation" to the anti-discrimination clause. In this regard, he mentioned that one of the basic differences between him and his opponent is their attitude toward their constituency. Ross would have two offices in his district and would be at these offices at least once a month to be available to the citizens. One of the many issues that the Supervisor disagreed with his opponent on was the no-knock bill that Mailliard voted for. Another issue of paramount importance is the war in Southeast Asia — Congressmen Mailliard has supported this war from the very beginning and still supports it. From the Chronicle September 11, 1972: "At a small meeting in West Marin, Representative William Mailliard told us that even if a poll showed that a majority of his constituents opposed the war policy of the Nixon Administration, he would still refuse to represent us by voting in Congress against the war," (by Oveille Schell.)

Rev. Brohers stated that Mailliard voted for the war to prevent "a bloodbath of the Christian people of South Vietnam." When asked about the bombing of North Vietnam 175,500 tons of explosives since 1965, "estimated to be roughly 5-1/2 times the tonnage of explosives used during all of World War II by the allies in all the war theaters," (by Orville Schell) that could be called a bloodbath. Brohers said, "Ah, Pm, ah, afraid you have your facts a little mixed up.

Brohears said that Mailliard has made statements on gay rights, opposes denial of security clearances to gays and is appalled by the S.F. and L.A. police department victimless crime statistics. Mrs. Otsea, Mailliard's district representative, confirmed these statements. However, when asked if Mailliard, as "senior member of the House of Representatives," would try to intervene with the Department of Defense so that Allan Rock could have the public hearing he has requested, she stated that if Mr. Rock does not live in his congressman's district, he would not be able to assist him. (He does not live in Mailliard's district.) Ross, according to Jim Foster and other gay people that have approached him for specific help from the Board of Supervisors, has been very supportive. He is available continuously when we need him and we know where he stands.

Some State Propositions that deal with individual rights:

#17—Adds a constitutional amendment guaranteeing personal privacy—who could be against privacy?

#18—deletes "redesigning social importance" test and limits "contemporary standards" severely in relation to alleged "pornography"—opposed by most authors for it could be used to ban the works of Gide, Sartre, even Dostoevsky and Shakespeare! Vote no.

#19—decriminalizes personal use and cultivation of marijuana, retains penalties for sale—people should have the right to decide for themselves what to put into their bodies?

#20—as Moscow and others say in ballot arguments for 20. "Give the people direct participation in planning" use of their coast, and stop the "exploitation by corporate unions and growers"—the beaches are ours if we vote yes on 20!

#22—euphemistically called "Agricultural Labor Relations Initiative"—Cesar Chavez maintains, correctly I think, that this proposition is designed to destroy the United Farm Workers; vote no on 22 and let the unions and the growers negotiate their differences.

Call us! (or have someone else call): 771-3366, Reverend Ray Brohears, Tenderloin Citizens Council, 6 GAA. Need an understanding attorney? Need some one to assist in securing a release? Call us! Gays and T.L. People ONLY. 24 Hours Phone. Christ Church 771-3366. Free.

S.F.

Grand Auction for McGovern sponsored by the Alice B. Toklas Memorial Democratic Club will be Saturday, October 14th, 2 to 7 p.m., at The Shed, 2275 Market Street, Grand Auctioneers will be Sheriff Hengst, Supervisor Fulletti, Supervisor Mendelson, Jose, I, first Empress of San Francisco, Bill Plath, President of S.L.R., and Bob Ross, President of T.G.S.F.

TEMPORARILY CLOSED: WILL REOPEN OCTOBER 17

As of September 17, the Emmaus Gay Switchboard has temporarily shut down operations for 30 days, in order to permit relocation to new quarters at 618 Shuler Street. The Gay switchboard and new storefront drop-in center will be open as of October 17. All are welcome to drop-in for coffee, information, or just plain rap as of that date. The new switchboard phone number will be published shortly before then.

Call us! (or have someone else call): 771-3366, Reverend Ray Brohers, Tenderloin Citizens Council, 6 GAA. Need an understanding attorney? Need some one to assist in securing a release? Call us! Gays and T.L. People ONLY. 24 Hours Phone. Christ Church 771-3366. Free.

S.F.

REMAIN ANONYMOUS! Cut out the form and mail to TIMES KALENDAR P. O. Box 627, San Francisco, Ca. 94101.

Only ONE ballot per envelope is allowed. All letters must be stamped and post marked. Results will be in the next issue of "TIMES KALENDAR" available Wed. October 11th. VOTE NOW!!!
BOY VONAGE

By Tony

It's so much fun to travel with sailor. He's such a mope that when I last saw him he was being read his rights. And was he bell, making sure it was followed properly. None of this nonsense. I was flying way above the clouds, not having to worry about the size of my parachute. I decided to atte...
THANK YOU, TONY. I knew you would get the point. It’s not just about winning; it’s about making sure everyone feels heard and valued.

As I walked away, I couldn’t help but notice the diverse group of people gathered around the table. There were families, friends, and even a few community leaders. The air was thick with anticipation, and I knew I had to seize the moment.

"I’m ready to make this happen," I declared. "Let’s get to work and make this the best event ever!"

Everyone cheered, and I knew we were on the right track. We had the support of our community, and together, we could make a difference.

As we continued to plan, I couldn’t help but feel grateful for everyone’s contributions. It was a true collaboration, and I knew we would succeed. Together, we would make our neighborhood stronger and more vibrant than ever before.

The possibilities were endless, and I couldn’t wait to see what the future held.

END

[Signature]
[Date]
**GAY COMMUNITY TAKES A CONSERVATIVE STANCE**


**GAY STUDENTS COUNCIL OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA**

For the first time, gay students from various campuses in the Bay Area have come together to form a regional student organization. The Gay Students Council of Southern California (GSC) was formed in response to the increasing number of gay students on campus.

**MAKE CAESAR!!**

Like to do your own thing? Do it and make yourself a good repast. The Queen of the Salad Bowl is over waiting for you to make it. The freshest salad greens! I suggest using at least two varieties of delicious. Pat their little bodies, so they're not tightly packed. Now we're ready to make Caesar. The rest of the garlic oil.

**COOKING WITH**

**Chris**

**ACLU CHARGES CENSORSHIP BY SCHOOL OF GAY SPEAKER**

A suit was filed today in Marin County Superior Court against the San Francisco Unified School District for censoring a gay speaker at a school in San Francisco. The ACLU action requests a court order declaring that the school district violated the constitution by preventing the speaker from discussing homosexual rights.

**GAY STUDENTS COUNCIL OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA**

For the first time, gay students from various campuses in the Bay Area have come together to form a regional student organization. The Gay Students Council of Southern California (GSC) was formed in response to the increasing number of gay students on campus.
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Dear John:

The straight people of San Francisco are hurriedly looking for a community in which they can live and form some identity. Rumor has it that a straight community is being formed in Alpine County, just three miles east of San Francisco. (As you know, the last quake moved things around a little.)

The President caused an uproar in the nation today by lifting the ban on heterosexuality. His justifications were that while he is a religious person, the Conservation Department has pressured him into legalizing the ban on heterosexual acts between two consenting adults.

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 13)
The Cornas

The Cornas helve live primarily in small villages and are considered to be the highest order. They stand for a few remaining sailbads of the highest order. She stood for the world cannot afford to lose."

The Cornas were once considered to possess a golden quality and it is believed that one of Columbus' findings was in this area, when the bay. Walking is also to be strongly accented, especially with aromas of leather.

10 Tips on Marble Surfaces

Spills which will stain any wood

The balsamic strength of the corns, the mottled shades of the corns, the peppery tones of the corns, the earthy flavors of the corns, the smoky tastes of the corns, the sweet notes of the corns, the nutty aromas of the corns, the herbal qualities of the corns, the floral undertones of the corns, the spicy overtones of the corns, the fruity flavors of the corns, the herbal qualities of the corns
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The Cornas were once considered to possess a golden quality and it is believe...
WANTED — AUNE MURPHY'S or a MINORITY MAKEOVER, hair cutting done at your desk. Call 352-0575.

ONE WEEK OFF from Straight Liberation to straight demonstrations. St find out why.

La belle Egalete — The American Cancer Society continues its national fund raising drive supporting the ACS. this fall with a zesty New York City event to be held Saturday, Oct. 28, at the Park West Hotel in New York. The event will raise funds to help continue the ACS' efforts in the fight against cancer. (For information write: ACS, 239 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.)

ONE WEEK OFF from Straight Liberation to straight demonstrations. St find out why.

La belle Egalete — The American Cancer Society continues its national fund raising drive supporting the ACS. this fall with a zesty New York City event to be held Saturday, Oct. 28, at the Park West Hotel in New York. The event will raise funds to help continue the ACS' efforts in the fight against cancer. (For information write: ACS, 239 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036.)
Jackie D's
147 Mason St.

CELEBRATION
For

MAXINE
Candidate
Empress de San Francisco

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 17

Hostess: 8 o’clock
Dowager Empress Reba

Free Buffet